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The Stern Review

• Policy prescription: strong and early action

• Methodology: mixed

– Includes aggregated economic modelling

• Forming policy requires judgements about 

importance of future welfare 

• Judgements embodied in model parameters
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gSDR  

social discount 

rate rate of „pure time 
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Stern: ~ 0
Stern: 1, then 2

Dasgupta: 2



Disagreement #2

gSDR  

observed real 

interest rate rate of „pure time 

preference‟ elasticity of the 

marginal utility of 

consumption

growth rate of 

consumption

gr  

Nordhaus: 3, then 1.5

Nordhaus: 1, then 2

Nordhaus: 5-6%
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“Patently Absurd” Saving Rates?

Dasgupta Weitzman Nordhaus

Yep. 

But I think 

Stern is 

right for the 

wrong 

reasons.

I think 

Stern is 

just 

wrong.

The 

resulting 

saving 

rates are 

patently 

absurd!

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/wdnpic.JPG&imgrefurl=http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/&usg=__4eCJuMR8yTCgeAwEVj7syheJwzg=&h=2000&w=1312&sz=111&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=P5Pn-hX9JE3o2M:&tbnh=150&tbnw=98&prev=/images?q=william+nordhaus&gbv=2&hl=en


“Patently Absurd” Saving Rates?

Stern

Of 

course I 

thought 

of that!

DeLong

Yeah, 

everyone. 

Stern is 

right.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.sciam.com/media/inline/5DE1452F-E7F2-99DF-3FAC60F91B2DD2DD_1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=clash-what-will-climate-change-cost-us&usg=__p6KyDuut_pnn1e-t_Qdb4mSC0cs=&h=320&w=320&sz=22&hl=en&start=5&tbnid=1CG1AmAH6sHq5M:&tbnh=118&tbnw=118&prev=/images?q=Nicholas+Stern&gbv=2&hl=en
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Saving in the Ramsey Model

• Basis of micro-founded climate policy 

models

• Specific case: iso-elastic utility and Cobb-

Douglas production:

• Question: what can we say about saving 

rates?
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• Fact 1: steady-state saving is bounded above by 

the capital share of output regardless of pure time 

preference

• Fact 2: transitional saving rate is monotonic

time

saving rate

3.0



Saving in the Ramsey Model

• So: for Stern‟s parameter choices: 

– saving rates will approach a steady-state level 

of less than 30% from above. 



What‟s Absurd About That?

• How to reconcile with Dasgupta‟s 97.5%?

– comes from swapping C-D with AK production 
and removing TFP growth

• In this case

• For r = 4%, Stern‟s parameters yield        

s* = 97.5%

• Plausibility of underlying assumptions?

r

r
s




*
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Ramsey and the Climate: DICE

• Sophisticated micro-founded IAM

• Links Ramsey growth model with General 

Climate Model

• Key differences from standard Ramsey:

– Finite horizon: complete dissaving

– Production externality



Are Stern‟s Rates „Reasonable‟?

• Run DICE with Stern‟s parameter choices

• Examine saving rates 

• Compare with those resulting from 

Nordhaus‟s parameters



Saving Rates in DICE07
Different rates of pure time preference and eta

s1

s2

s3

Notes: s1: saving rate from DICE07 base run; s2: saving rate in base run with 

Stern „hindsight‟ utility function parameters; s3: saving rate in base run with utility 

function parameters as in the Stern Review.

Source: author‟s results from DICE07



Another Way to Show 

Reasonableness

• Look at effect of Stern‟s saving rates on 

capital accumulation and optimal rate of 

emissions control

– exploits ability to switch off optimal savings in 

DICE



Comparison

• Compare emissions control rate under:

1. Nordhaus default parameters and optimal 

saving rate

2. Nordhaus default parameters and fixed saving 

rate

3. Stern „hindsight‟ parameters same fixed saving 

rate

4. Stern „hindsight‟ parameters and optimal 

saving rate



Comparison (cont.)

Scenarios

1. Nordhaus default 

parameters and optimal 

saving rate

2. Nordhaus default 

parameters and fixed 

saving rate

3. Stern „hindsight‟ 

parameters same fixed 

saving rate

4. Stern „hindsight‟ 

parameters and optimal 

saving rate

Rationale

• Choice of fixed saving rate in 

(2) to match optimal rate in (1) 

means that

– shift from Nordhaus to 

Stern (1 to 4) can be 

approx. decomposed into 

shift from (1 or 2) to (3) (the 

„welfare effect‟) and (3) to 

(4) (the „capital effect‟)

• Hypothesis: capital effect is 

small as saving rate 

differences shown to be small



Optimal Emissions Control Rates in DICE07

Different utility function parameters 

and saving rates
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Are Stern‟s Rates „Reasonable‟?

• Broadly yes

• Certainly not 97.5 per cent

• Maximum difference with Nordhaus is 4.5 

percentage points. 



In Conclusion

• Clarified the conditions under which „high 

saving rates‟ can be used as a criticism of 

Stern‟s utility function parameters

• Future work: many ways of „extending‟ or 

altering DICE; key is prioritising areas of 

most value



Thank you!


